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Abstract

Unaccompanied minors from the Northern-Triangle and Mexico have been arriving at the United States border in large numbers over the past decade as a result of forced migration movements. Although the arrival of unaccompanied minors is not a new phenomenon in the United States, recent administrations have responded in ways that have made the country's immigration system increasingly hostile towards them.

However, this issue is not exclusive to the United States. Unaccompanied minors traveling alone to Europe, Australia, South Africa, Canada, or the United States face similar dangers and are particularly vulnerable to abuse and trafficking. Regardless of jurisdiction, the treatment, care, and protection of the human rights of unaccompanied minors pose significant challenges. Around the world, unaccompanied minors are subject to similar human rights violations, and both international and domestic laws have proven to be ineffective in protecting them.

As long as countries prioritize the enforcement of their immigration laws, which are not designed to protect minors, the human rights and international standards of unaccompanied minors will continue to be violated as they migrate and seek asylum. It is crucial to recognize and address the unique needs and vulnerabilities of unaccompanied minors. Only then can we hope to ensure their safety and protect their fundamental human rights.
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I. Introduction

Forced migration has caused millions of people around the world to be uprooted. The current migration crisis is one of the most profound and least understood global challenges of our time.¹ The most common factors for forced migration can be listed as follows: (1) various forms of persecution; (2) armed conflicts or heavy gang violence; (3) human rights violations; (4) inequality and poverty; (5) lack of protection of economic, social, and cultural rights; and (6) political instability, corruption, or insecurity in the region.²

Unaccompanied minors “are widely recognized as among the most vulnerable of all migrants, and yet their basic human rights are often neglected.”³ The development of international law has taken into consideration the multiple factors that
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lead unaccompanied minors to migrate, like situations of vulnerability and international protection needs.\(^4\) For many, the right to leave is a prerequisite to secure protection against (anticipated) persecution and the enjoyment of human rights.\(^5\)

Multiple international laws include provisions relevant to protecting the human rights of unaccompanied minors, including their dignity, health and well-being.\(^6\) The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (“UDHR”), the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (“ICCPR”), the Convention on the Rights of the Child (“CRC”), and regional treaties outline fundamental freedoms and conditions that unaccompanied minors are entitled to enjoy.\(^7\) These freedoms and conditions include the principles of the “best interests of the child” as a primary consideration in all decisions affecting the life of the child, the principle of non-refoulement,\(^8\) the right to health, the right to due process, and the right to freedom from all forms of violence, among others.\(^9\)

Yet, international standards remain far and unreachable in most domestic jurisdictions. As long as they keep putting the enforcement of their immigration laws first, the human rights of unaccompanied minors will still be violated.\(^10\) The United States, Canada, Australia, South Africa, and some countries in the EU share similar problems. The absence of adequate legal representation; unreliable or harmful age determination procedures; the abusive use of detention, including punitive measures; and the failure to have child-appropriate proceedings taking into account unaccompanied minors’ special vulnerability are all making immigration systems across the world increasingly hostile towards unaccompanied minors.\(^11\)

The Refugee Convention of 1951 has no provision that specifically applies to migrant children, such as unaccompanied minors. However, the UNHCR Guidelines on International Protection for Child Asylum Claims provide legal interpretation and guidance to a child-sensitive application of the refugee definition. The Refugee Convention was designed after World War II, and therefore it reflects the concerns and thinking of a different period.\(^12\) The time period in which the Refugee framework was created translates into a particularly striking disconnect

\(^4\) Human Mobility, supra note 2, at ¶ 81.


\(^7\) Human Mobility, supra note 2, at ¶ 83.

\(^8\) Non-refoulement is a fundamental principle of international law that forbids a country receiving asylum seekers from returning them to a country in which they would be in likely danger of persecution based on race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion.

\(^9\) Ataiants, supra note 6.
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between law, policy and practice in regard to current issues. The fact that similar problems were found in different jurisdictions leads to the conclusion that the complexity and scope of the forced displacement of unaccompanied minors call for efforts by the international community to formulate new policy responses.

Currently, the main issues with the protection of unaccompanied minors human rights in immigration proceedings include a lack of child-appropriate proceedings; concern for their life, dignity, and safety during detention; and concerns about due process and representation in immigration courts. To comply with international standards and resolve these issues international and domestic law should ensure the following: (1) the addition of the principle of the “best interest of the child” to immigration legislation and policymaking; (2) stop the unnecessary and prolonged detention of unaccompanied minors; (3) reform the structure of immigration courts and proceedings to accommodate child-appropriate proceedings; (4) provide free legal counsel to unaccompanied minors; and (5) recognize other forms of social violence as a form of persecution.

II. Immigration Laws and Policies for Unaccompanied Minors Seeking Asylum in Europe

A. European Standards on International Law and Migration

Migration has always been common in Europe, but in recent years several member states of the European Union ("EU") have experienced the arrival of significant numbers of unaccompanied minors from non-European countries seeking refuge. The core reasons for the rise of unaccompanied minors in Europe mirror in some capacity those expressed by children arriving at the United States border: better economic opportunities; family reunification; fleeing from violence, disturbance, civil conflicts or war; sexual and labor exploitation; and in some cases forced marriage and/or torture.

Assessing the exact number and statistics for unaccompanied minors in Europe is a hard task since every member state has its own immigration ministry; the quality of statistics on unaccompanied minors varies significantly between

16 Gabriella Lazaridis, SECURITY, INSECURITY AND MIGRATION IN EUROPE 138, 140 (1st ed. 2011).
17 Id. at 143.
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member states and the data from individual states is not necessarily comparable. However, patterns show that most unaccompanied minors in Europe come mainly from Afghanistan, Iraq, Somalia, and the Syrian Arab Republic, and in lesser numbers from Eritrea, Turkey, Venezuela, Nigeria, and Iran. The number of applications for international protection has significantly increased in the European Union over recent years, mostly related to the ongoing crisis in Syria. The latest data published by UNICEF in 2018 showed that out of the 30,000 minors arriving in Europe—mostly through Italy, Greece, Bulgaria, and Spain—12,700 were separated or unaccompanied. Of these minors, 70 percent sought asylum mainly in three countries, Germany, France, and Greece, and in lesser numbers in Italy and the United Kingdom. The top destination for separated and unaccompanied minors in Europe is still Germany, registering 43 percent of all child asylum applications in 2018.

Understanding the relationship between international law and domestic law within the EU is important to establish the rights and protections of unaccompanied minors in the region. Recognition of fundamental rights as an integral part of the EU legal order implies that the member states have to respect these rights whenever they act within the scope of EU law (or, "when they are implementing Union law," as the Charter of Fundamental Rights puts it). The Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union ("CFR") includes human rights standards and elements of the CRC, which are directly incorporated as obligations to all European Union member states. The European Convention on Human Rights ("ECHR") provides an express regional recognition of most of the rights set out in the UDHR, but it does not contain any provision to reflect Article 14 of the Universal Declaration which guaranteed the right to seek and enjoy asylum from persecution. It does, however, provide asylum seekers in the EU with a minimum standard framework of protection for their human rights. It has been said by the European Commission that the protections for unaccompanied minors come from two sources: the standards of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights,

---


20 See European Migration Network, (Member) States’ Approaches to Unaccompanied Minors Following Status Determination (2018).

21 UNICEF, supra note 19.

22 Id.


25 MOLE, supra note 12, at 6.

26 Hunter, supra note 18, at 386.
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and the CRC. On the jurisprudence side, the European Court on Human Rights ("ECtHR" or "European Court") has played a major role in establishing and interpreting human rights in refugee cases.

B. The Significance of Children's Rights in the European Regional System to Award Special Protections to Unaccompanied Minors

While every state has its own agencies and institutions that deal with immigration issues, the EU widely recognizes that unaccompanied minors are especially vulnerable in accessing their rights and should therefore be additionally protected. Personal dignity, the best interest of the child, and the unity of the family must be guaranteed by states when dealing with children who apply for international protection. Along with Article 24 of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights, which confers on states a duty of care for children, the Geneva Convention takes into account this special vulnerability of children and considers them a "social group" for persecution claims. In those terms, the forms of prosecution targeted especially at children can include, for example, sexual exploitation, child abuse, and female genital mutilation.

The European Council has acknowledged a connection between substantive and procedural rights, reasoning that unaccompanied minors require "specific procedural guarantees on account of their vulnerability." Although vulnerability does not have an express legal basis in international human rights law, international human rights courts, particularly the ECtHR, have increasingly drawn on this concept in their jurisprudence. The Court has developed an important line of cases concerning migrant children, whom it considers particularly vulnerable to physical and mental harm during the migratory process. It has deployed its conception of vulnerability in this regard, emphasizing that migrant children are in an extremely vulnerable situation as they are not only minors, but also aliens in an irregular situation in a foreign country who are not always accompanied by

---

28 CROCK, supra note 24, at 243.
29 LAZARIDIS, supra note 16, at 146.
32 EU Network of Independent Experts on Fundamental Rights, Thematic Comment no. 4: Implementing the Rights of the Child in the European Union, at 70-71 (May 20, 2006) (positing that because the EU considers itself bound by the Convention relating to the Status of Refugees of 18 July 1951 (Geneva Convention) and the New York Protocol relating to the Status of refugees of 31 January 1967, the instruments adopted by the Union in the field of asylum should be read in conformity with the Geneva Convention as interpreted by the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees).
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an adult.\textsuperscript{35} In addition, the principle of the best interests of the child is used as a complement to the concept of vulnerability by the European Court, which tends to combine both when deciding on issues relating to the protection of migrant children's rights.\textsuperscript{36} In fact, in February of 2019, the European Court issued two judgments in which it reaffirmed that the respect for the double vulnerability of child asylum seekers must be the primary consideration and not just an equal factor such as their irregular status.\textsuperscript{37}

C. The Right to Legal Representation for Unaccompanied Minors in Europe

Some countries in Europe also provide some degree of free representation to unaccompanied minors. While some appoint lawyers, others only appoint special representatives or social workers to help the unaccompanied minors frame their views during the immigration proceedings.\textsuperscript{38} It is important to mention that the right to representation is different from the right to have free legal counsel. While it is true that even a non-lawyer representative may guarantee some level of expertise and care in a certain part of the process, they will never possess the necessary skills to navigate the often complicated asylum proceedings.\textsuperscript{39} While this type of system does convey important rights, it “may not rise to the level of complexity that would require an attorney under human rights standards that govern the right to free legal counsel.”\textsuperscript{40}

Finland, Norway, Switzerland, Sweden, and the Netherlands all appoint, with some differences between each country, one or two representatives for unaccompanied minors; when two representatives are appointed, one will be an attorney and the other a personal representative. They both identify and advocate for the child's best interests but in different capacities. While the attorney will represent the unaccompanied minor in court, the personal representative will advocate for the child’s best interest in issues like living arrangements or assist the minors at interviews with immigration authorities. In other countries, such as Austria, the United Kingdom, France, and Denmark, the right to representation is reserved exclusively for children seeking asylum.\textsuperscript{41} The right to an appointed attorney at the expense of the government right holds an exception in Sweden, for cases where it is obvious that there are no reasons to believe an unaccompanied minor will gain his/her/their claim, representation will not be provided.\textsuperscript{42}


\textsuperscript{36} Beduschi, supra note 34, at 71.


\textsuperscript{38} Shani M. King, Alone and Unrepresented: A Call to Congress to Provide Counsel for Unaccompanied Minors, 50 Harv. J. on Legis. 331, 367 (2013).

\textsuperscript{39} Id. at 370.

\textsuperscript{40} Id. at 371.

\textsuperscript{41} Id. at 367-68.

\textsuperscript{42} Id. at 368-69.
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The existing policies and legislation in the EU provide a general framework for the protection of the rights of the child in migration, covering aspects such as reception conditions, the treatment of their asylum applications, and their integration into the EU.\(^4\) European countries have subscribed to the Dublin III Regulation, an EU rule that requires that an asylum applicant applies in the first EU country she or he reaches, under the assumption that they all provide similar protections for asylum seekers and refugees. To achieve that goal, member states have put efforts into drafting more harmonized EU policies to lay down the minimum standards for the treatment of unaccompanied minors.\(^4\) This has been instrumental in raising awareness about the protection needs of unaccompanied minors, and in promoting protective actions such as training for guardians, public authorities, and other actors who are in close contact with unaccompanied minors.\(^4\) These standards, while binding for all member states, are not extensive and leave gaps such as the recognition of child-specific forms of persecution, age assessment techniques, and responsibilities of legal guardians within the competence of each Member State.\(^4\)

Some of the general EU policies include:

(1) The appointing of a legal guardian or any other appropriate representation of unaccompanied minors to enable unaccompanied minors to express her or his views in proceedings.\(^4\) For example, The European Convention on the Exercise of Children’s Rights states its objective as promoting children’s rights, granting children procedural rights, and facilitating the exercise of these rights by ensuring that children are informed and allowed to participate in proceedings that affect them.\(^4\) Although, as stated above, not all member states grant the right to representation by a lawyer, the general policy requires member states to grant children the right to be assisted by an appropriate person of their choice to help them express their views.\(^4\) This helps to ensure that unaccompanied minors are placed with adult relatives, a foster family, or in reception centers for minors, ensuring that siblings are being kept together. A huge concern is that in some countries, like Germany, unaccompanied minors that are 16 years of age or over can be placed in adult asylum seekers’ facilities.\(^5\)

\(^4\) See European Migration Network, supra note 20.


\(^4\) See European Migration Network, supra note 20.

\(^6\) LAZARIDIS, supra note 16.


\(^4\) Id.

\(^4\) King, supra note 38, at 352.

\(^5\) LAZARIDIS, supra note 16, at 151.
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(2) Taking the necessary steps to trace the family members of unaccompanied minors as soon as possible. For example, in the case of unaccompanied minors who have been recognized by a member state, then this member state has the obligation to authorize the entry and residence of a legal guardian (parents, and in case they cannot be traced, any other family member). In the event an unaccompanied minor is returned, member states are required to make sure that the unaccompanied minor will be returned to a family member.

(3) Ensuring that those working with unaccompanied minors receive appropriate training. However, it has also frequently been argued that asylum procedures are designed for adults and that the environment of the interrogation rooms is not suitable for minors.

The EU appears to have enough protections for the rights of unaccompanied minors. And, unlike the United States, all the member states have signed and ratified the CRC. However, the reality lived by the thousands of unaccompanied minors in Europe is not too different from those in the United States. Too often, EU member states' national standards and practices are insufficient to ensure the minors' rights, and sometimes even contravene their protection needs. There have been concerns raised about the treatment, detention, and due process for unaccompanied minors in Europe.

In Greece, for example, one of the countries that receive the biggest influx of individuals, the UN Working Group on Arbitrary Detention ("WGAD") found issues with the guardianship system and detention of minors in 2013. Unaccompanied minors often remain in overcrowded detention centers with adults and face "oppressive Greek law enforcement." Because of these conditions, the ECtHR ruled that Greece is violating Article 3 of the European Convention on Human Rights by subjecting migrants to inhumane and degrading treatment.

51 LAZARIDIS, supra note 16.
52 Id.
53 Id. at 149.
54 Id. at 153.
56 LAZARIDIS, supra note 16, at 151-57.
More recently, in June of 2019, the European Court ruled yet again against Greece’s practice of locking up unaccompanied migrant and asylum-seeking children in police-like cells. Human Rights Watch found that detained children are constantly forced to live in unsanitary conditions, alongside adults they do not know and are often abused and ill-treated by police.  

The treatment of unaccompanied minors was also highly debated in Italy recently because of *Trawalli and Others v. Italy.* In this 2018 case, the European Court was called to rule, among other issues, on whether the detention and reception conditions for unaccompanied minors were lawful and/or constituted an inhuman or degrading treatment under the European Convention on Human Rights. The Court stated, among other arguments, that:

> when the authorities deprive or seek to deprive a child of her or his liberty, they must ensure that he/she effectively benefits from an enhanced set of guarantees in addition to undertaking the diligent assessment of her/his best interest noted above. The guarantees include prompt identification and appointment of a competent guardian; a child-sensitive due process framework, including the child’s rights to receive information in a child-friendly language, the right to be heard and have her/his views taken into due consideration depending on his/her age and maturity, to have access to justice and to challenge the detention conditions and lawfulness before a judge; free legal assistance and representation, interpretation and translation. The Contracting Parties must also immediately provide the child access to an effective remedy.

### III. Immigration Laws and Policies for Unaccompanied Minors Seeking Asylum in Australia

Asylum in Australia has been granted to many refugees since 1945 when half a million Europeans displaced by World War II were given asylum. Since then, there have been periodic waves of asylum seekers from Southeast Asia, mainly Vietnam and Indochina, and the Middle East. Historically, most asylum seekers arrived by plane. However, since 2000, the arrival of asylum seekers by boat increased. Around that time, suspected illegal boat arrivals started to be trans-
ferred to Australian Navy vessels to then be transported to off-shore detention facilities for processing.66

A. Immigration Detention of Unaccompanied Minors in Australia Violates International Human Rights Standards

The growing number of people arriving by boat initiated a change in Australia's treatment of refugees; in particular, the introduction of mandatory detention of unauthorized arrivals marked the “beginning of a gradual slide into a policy of deterrence, detention, and denial by systematically discriminating against asylum seekers.”67 To detain refugee children, the Australian government relies mainly on the legislative provisions of the Migration Act of 1958.68 The Act provides that an “unlawful non-citizen” must be kept in “immigration detention” until deported or granted a visa, which makes Australia the only western country that has a mandatory detention policy for all undocumented immigrants.69 The detention requirement continues until the person is determined to have a lawful reason to remain in Australia (and is granted a visa) or is removed from Australia.70 These provisions apply to all unlawful non-citizens regardless of their age, so in effect, all refugee children without valid visas must be detained until they are either granted a visa or deported.71

One of the biggest concerns regarding the mandatory detention policy is the conditions of the offshore detention facilities: Nauru, Papua New Guinea, and Christmas Island. Several reports found the detainees’ poor health and treatment conditions, including water shortage, lack of education access, overcrowding, and sexual abuse of women and children.72 Although the legislation states that the detention of minors must be a measure of last resort, the reality is that it is not done as such.73 Detention may last as long as five and a half years.74 In 2018, reports surfaced of children as young as eight years old engaging in self-harm and exhibiting suicidal behaviors in The Nauru Regional Processing Centre.75 Children are often detained among adults, behind 1200-volt electric, barbed-wire

---

67 Id. at 54.
68 Fiona Martin & Terry Hutchinson, Mental Health and Human Rights Implications for Unaccompanied Minors Seeking Asylum in Australia, 1 J. MIGRATION & REFUGEE ISSUES 1, 2 (2005).
70 Martin & Hutchinson, supra note 68, at 2.
71 Id. at 2-3.
73 Benfer, supra note 69, at 733.
74 Id. at 752.
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fences, until their cases are reviewed. As a result of this comingling of age groups, some unaccompanied minors were forced to have their lips sewn together by adult detainees protesting the human rights violations in the detention centers. The Australian Human Rights Commission has expressed grave concern at the prolonged and indefinite detention of children in remote locations stating that it breaches international human rights standards and is often prolonged under conditions that are unacceptable and violate Australia’s human rights obligations.

The government’s view, however, is that the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child is irrelevant to the detention of children. The case of Re Woolley, heard in 2004, involved four Afghan children whose parents had brought them to Australia in 2001. The children, held in the Baxter detention center, sought a court order for their release, arguing that the mandatory detention regime in the Migration Act did not apply to them. This argument was rejected by the Court on the basis that the law clearly provided no express exceptions for children. In Jaffari v. Minister for Immigration & Multicultural Affairs, it was questioned whether the Minister had performed according to the terms of international obligations of Australia. Although the application was unsuccessful in the end, Justice French expressed concern about unaccompanied minors refugees, stating that: “there appears to be a significant discrepancy between the guidelines published by the United Nations High Commissioner on refugees in respect of unaccompanied minors seeking asylum and the current administration of the Migration Act concerning such persons.”

B. Due Process and Representation in Immigration Proceedings Under Australian Law

The protection visa program, established in the Migration Act, is the domestic mechanism through which Australia executes its obligations under the Refugee Convention. When arriving at an immigration detention center, the individual should be made aware that they may apply for a visa and that unless they obtain

---

76 Benfer, supra note 69, at 752.
77 Id.
78 Phillips & Spinks, supra note 65, at 13.
81 Id.
83 Id. at 43.
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it, they will be removed from Australia.\textsuperscript{85} Under Australian law, however, the officers have no obligation to ask unauthorized arrivals if they wish to apply for a protection visa or if they want to contact lawyers or independent advisers.\textsuperscript{86} So to reduce the number of visa applications, this information is typically not made available to persons who arrive in Australia unlawfully.\textsuperscript{87} Although not advised of their rights, unaccompanied minors are briefly screened to identify prima facie claims for protection.\textsuperscript{88} Those who are screened are given the opportunity to seek legal advice, but only upon request. The ones who are not screened will be returned to the most recent country of departure.\textsuperscript{89} This leaves unaccompanied minors completely uninformed about their status, the circumstances of their detention, the few legal rights they do have, and the assistance they can obtain. This lack of minimum procedural safeguards makes it more likely that they may be refouled even if they have grounds for protection.\textsuperscript{90} In the few cases when unaccompanied minors can secure representation, the remote location of the processing (detention) facilities serves as a barrier for attorneys to contact the children.\textsuperscript{91}

The Immigration Act of 1946 makes the Minister of the Department for Immigration and Multicultural and Indigenous Affairs ("DIMIA")\textsuperscript{92} responsible for providing guards, translators, meal services, cleaning services, education, and health care to children. These responsibilities make the DIMIA the entity in charge of both the guardianship of children and removing them from the country, making the Minister "both guardian and jailer."\textsuperscript{93} all while serving as the child's representative throughout the immigration process.\textsuperscript{94} As a result, the person who is designated to protect the best interests of the child is also the child's prosecutor.\textsuperscript{95} This dual role makes Australian immigration structurally flawed and presents a conflict of interest because the child's welfare may not always be a priority.\textsuperscript{96} The guardianship of the child must come before the duty to prosecute and according to the Migration Act, it should be interpreted consistently with Australia's international obligations under the CRC.\textsuperscript{97} Still, the government's conflicting roles of both the guardian of unaccompanied minors and the entity

\textsuperscript{85} Migration Act, supra note 84, at ss 35A, 36.
\textsuperscript{86} Schloenhardt, supra note 66, at 61.
\textsuperscript{87} Id.
\textsuperscript{88} Crock, supra note 24, at 357.
\textsuperscript{89} Id. at 358.
\textsuperscript{90} Id.; Schloenhardt, supra note 66, at 61.
\textsuperscript{91} Benfer, supra note 69, at 755.
\textsuperscript{92} Id. at 741 (highlighting that the DIMIA outsources the management of detention centers to Australian Correctional Services (ACS)).
\textsuperscript{93} Martin & Hutchinson, supra note 68, at 4.
\textsuperscript{94} Benfer, supra note 69, at 741; Eliana Corona, The Reception and Processing of Minors in the United States in Comparison to that of Australia and Canada, 40 Hastings Int'l & Comp. L. Rev. 205, 218 (2017).
\textsuperscript{95} Corona, supra note 94, at 218.
\textsuperscript{96} Corona, supra note 94, at 218; Benfer, supra note 69, at 741.
\textsuperscript{97} Corona, supra note 94, at 218.
responsible for deporting them must be repaired to ensure the best interest of the child.  

**IV. Immigration Laws and Policies for Unaccompanied Minors Seeking Asylum in South Africa**

**A. African Standards on International Law, Migration, and the Protection on Unaccompanied Minors’ Rights**

Following the dismantling of the apartheid system in 1994, South Africa joined the international refugee regime. The International Labor Organization ("ILO") estimates that Africa has the largest number of migrant workers. Labor migration to richer countries in the region is an upward trend; the top destination countries in the region are South Africa, Botswana, and Namibia. Since the economic and social breakdown in Zimbabwe, hundreds of thousands of people have fled the country for South Africa, including thousands of unaccompanied refugee minors. The majority are between the ages of 12 and 18, and approximately 70 percent of the children are boys, but there are likely a greater number of girls who tend to work as domestic laborers or sex workers and thus remain unseen.

To address the new flow of asylum seekers into the country, the South African Parliament passed the Refugees Act of 1998, in which the definition of a refugee set by Article 1 of the UN Refugee Convention was incorporated. The Act also incorporated the 1969 Organization of African Unity’s Convention Regarding the Specific Aspects of Refugee Problems ("OAU Convention") which allows those who are not specifically persecuted as individuals to claim asylum when fleeing generalized violence. Under the OAU Convention, a person can be awarded refugee status when "[o]wing to external aggression, occupation, foreign domination, or events seriously disturbing public order in either part or the whole of his country of origin or nationality, is compelled to leave his place of habitual residence."

Unlike the American and European Regional Systems, Africa has also enacted its own children's rights charter (the African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child) which has been ratified by forty-seven of the African Union’s fifty-

---

98 Benfer, supra note 69, at 768.
101 Id. at 390.
103 Id. at 624.
104 Refugees Act 130 of 1998, § 3(a) (S. Afr.).
105 Harris, supra note 99, at 297.
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three members. The African Children’s Charter reaffirms in its preamble the adherence to the principles contained in the CRC and adopts in article 4(1) the “best interests of the child” standard for all actions concerning the child.

All legislation on refugees and asylum seekers must be framed according to the South African Constitution, which guarantees fundamental rights to all individuals within the borders of South Africa, regardless of citizenship. In 2005, the Pretoria High Court affirmed the application of the Constitution to unaccompanied minors, and further entrenched the principle that government departments cannot without due process detain and deport unaccompanied foreign children from South Africa. Under this analysis, unaccompanied minors should be granted the same legal mechanisms of protection and due process rights as national children from South Africa according to the principle of the best interest of the child.

Like unaccompanied minors in every region, minors who travel to South Africa experience multiple challenges, and their socio-economic and human rights, in general, are often not fully protected. They face threats to their physical safety; life without a parent or guardian; legal and social discrimination; xenophobia; and a constant struggle to find food, shelter, education, health care, and employment. Unaccompanied minors who were displaced in South Africa are sheltered in sites set up around the country. Yet, some of these sites are not provided with food or water. There is a chronic shortage of shelter for refugees, and it has been reported that hundreds of children are left with no access to a shelter at all and have been forced to sleep in the streets or the bush. In Cape Town, for example, 150 refugees were found living on the street. Although the law stipulates that an asylum claim be adjudicated within 180 days of the applicant’s date of entry into South Africa, in reality, many claims languish for years due to a backlog of cases. While there is no clear explanation for this backlog, it is likely rooted in South Africa’s shortage of resources combined with a lack of political will for reform and high levels of xenophobia.

108 King, supra note 38, at 354.
109 Harris, supra note 99, at 295.
111 Id.
113 Fritsch, supra note 102, at 623.
114 Swart, supra note 112, at 111.
115 Swart, supra note 112, at 112.
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South Africa’s refugee system is shaped by international and regional standards, which are implemented by domestic legislation. The relatively progressive legal framework stands in sharp contrast to the reality facing asylum seekers and refugees in South Africa, where those international and regional standards are not being protected.\(^{118}\) Although these children have rights under international and domestic law, political and other factors combined have denied children the protection and support to which they are legally entitled.\(^{119}\) The reality is that unaccompanied minors face numerous barriers to obtaining asylum in South Africa including being prevented from lodging claims, failing to have their claims fairly adjudicated, failing to have their rights respected, and continually facing arbitrary arrest, detention, and unlawful deportation.\(^{120}\)

V. Immigration Laws and Policies for Unaccompanied Minors Seeking Asylum in Canada

A. The Significance of Children’s Rights in Canada to Award Special Protections to Unaccompanied Minors Seeking Asylum

The Canada Border Services Agency is the entity responsible for the administration and enforcement of the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act, which, along with jurisprudence as well as internal policies, directives, and guidelines, establishes the rules for the arrest and detention of foreign nationals in Canada.\(^{121}\) Nonetheless, Canada has no national policy for the care and treatment of child refugees, but rather each of the ten provinces and three territories has its own system for unaccompanied and separated minors.\(^{122}\)

Depending on the province, unaccompanied minors are warranted special procedural guarantees throughout their refugee status determinations, such as: the appointing of an officer responsible for the child’s case throughout the entirety of the determination procedure; prioritizing these claims to process them as expeditiously as possible; and facilitating pre-hearing conferences to assess what evidence the child can provide, including the best way to elicit this information.\(^{123}\) But the fact that there is a lack of national policy results in an inconsistent framework for the immediate care, protection, and legal representation of unaccompanied minors.\(^{124}\)

One example is that the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act provides the right to counsel for all persons subject to immigration proceedings before the
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Immigration and Refugee Board and the appointment of a “Designated Representative” (“DR”) that has the responsibility of representing minors in those proceedings.\textsuperscript{125} However, each province is responsible to establish the rule for the appointment of those DRs and the availability to obtain free legal representation.\textsuperscript{126} In Quebec, the minor will be assigned two trained social workers; one will help the unaccompanied minors to retain counsel during their asylum cases, and the other will help with settlement issues like helping them contact relatives who may already reside in Canada, and placement with families from a similar ethnic background if no relatives were found.\textsuperscript{127} While in Ontario, under an agreement with the Immigration and Refugee Board and a private law firm, the DRs will be pro bono lawyers.\textsuperscript{128} The Committee on the Rights of the Child has made recommendations to Canada to make sure that unaccompanied minors are provided with guardianship and social services in every part of the country and that they are not subject to immigration detention.\textsuperscript{129}

B. The Best Interest of The Child Principle as a Means to Protect Unaccompanied Minors in the Canadian Legal System

The Canadian immigration system does recognize that refugee determinations for all children, including unaccompanied minors, must reflect the best interests of the child.\textsuperscript{130} According to Section 60 of the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act, the detention of a minor must be a measure of last resort respecting the best interests of the child.\textsuperscript{131} The Canadian system offers the Alternatives to Detention Policy, which allows individuals to live in non-custodial, community-based settings while their immigration status is being resolved. This policy ensures that minors are not detained for reasons relating to their immigration status. Alternatives to detention include community programming (in-person reporting, cash or performance bond, and community case management and supervision) and electronic supervision tools, such as voice reporting.\textsuperscript{132}

Even though Canadian law says that unaccompanied minors should only be detained as a matter of last resort, the reality is that children are routinely held in immigration detention centers for weeks or even months.\textsuperscript{133} In the last decade, there were several cases when separated and unaccompanied minors were intercepted while being smuggled through the United States into Ontario and Quebec,
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and a decision was made to seek their detention on the ground that they would likely not report for removal.  

To make a more uniform policy that is aligned with their international obligations, the Government of Canada made the National Directive for the Detention or Housing of Minors.  

The Directive establishes that the best interest of the child is "an international principle to ensure children enjoy the full and effective benefit of all their rights recognized in Canadian law and the CRC." According to the Directive, the best interest of the child is to be determined separately and before the decision to detain the unaccompanied minors. It needs to be reviewed on an ongoing basis to facilitate any decision-making based on the legal situation of the minor and their well-being. It may only be outweighed by other significant considerations such as public safety, flight risk, danger to the public, or national security.  

There is an official list of factors that officers need to use to determine the best interest of the child and it includes: (1) the child's physical, mental and emotional needs; (2) the child's educational needs; (3) the preservation of the family environment and maintaining relationships; (4) the care, protection, and safety of the child; (5) the level of dependency between the child and the parent or guardian; (6) the child's views if they can be reasonably ascertained; and (7) any other relevant factor.  

C. Extended Protection to Qualify for Asylum Under Canadian Law

According to the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act, unaccompanied minors can seek protection in Canada under Section 96, which sets the criteria under the Refugee Convention, but it also provides two different alternatives. One is extended protection in Section 97, which applies to persons who could be in some kind of danger, such as a fear of persecution or harm which does not fit in one of the five enumerated grounds of the Refugee Convention. The other is humanitarian and compassionate reasons under Section 25(1). Humanitarian and compassionate grounds apply to people with exceptional cases, and it does not assess risks of persecution but focuses on other criteria such as: (1) how settled the person is in Canada; (2) general family ties of the applicant to Canada; (3) the best interests of any children involved; and (4) what could happen to the applicant if the requested application is denied.

Section 97 has been used in cases of persons fleeing from gang and drug violence, and while there is a burden of proof that the person seeking this protection
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is personally targeted by such violence and is not only fleeing due to a generalized fear, it has also been more successful than arguing persecution due to membership to a social group or political opinion. Section 97 provides:

A person in need of protection is a person in Canada whose removal to their country or countries of nationality or, if they do not have a country of nationality, their country of former habitual residence would subject them personally:

(a) To a danger, believed on substantial grounds to exist, of torture within the meaning of Article 1 of the Convention against Torture; or
(b) To risk to their life or a risk of cruel and unusual treatment or punishment if:
(i) The person is unable or, because of that risk, unwilling to avail themselves of the protection of that country,
(ii) The risk would be faced by the person in every part of that country and is not faced generally by other individuals in or from that country,
(iii) The risk is not inherent or incidental to lawful sanctions unless imposed in disregard of accepted international standards, and
(iv) The risk is not caused by the inability of that country to provide adequate health or medical care.

Section 25(1) provides an exemption if there are any humanitarian and compassionate reasons, considering the best interest of the child. It provides that:

Subject to subsection (1.2), the Minister must, on request of a foreign national in Canada who applies for permanent resident status and who is inadmissible other than under section 34, 35, or 37 — or who does not meet the requirements of this Act, and may, on request of a foreign national outside Canada — other than a foreign national who is inadmissible under section 34, 35 or 37 — who applies for a permanent resident visa, examine the circumstances concerning the foreign national and may grant the foreign national permanent resident status or an exemption from any applicable criteria or obligations of this Act if the Minister is of the opinion that it is justified by humanitarian and compassionate considerations relating to the foreign national, taking into account the best interests of a child directly affected.

Since the enactment of the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act, there has been substantial litigation on how the principle of the “best interest of the child” needs to be interpreted and applied in immigration proceedings. Even though Federal Courts often limit the scope of this principle, in 2015, in Jeyakannan
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*Kanthasamy v. Minister of Citizenship and Immigration*, the Supreme Court of Canada ruled that humanitarian and compassionate considerations should include the best interests of a child directly affected. Some saw this development as the first step from the Court to favor a more equitable and humanitarian approach to immigration and refugee law.

The significance of international law upon Canadian jurisprudence was also recently discussed in similar terms by the Supreme Court of Canada in *Baker v. Canada*. In this case, the deportation challenge was, like in *Kanthasamy*, based on humanitarian and compassionate grounds. As part of her defense, Baker argued that it was in the best interests of her children, who were all Canadian citizens, that she remain in Canada. The most important part of the decision regarding the CRC and the significance of international law in the Canadian system lies in the Court’s argument establishing that although the Children’s Convention was not directly binding on domestic law, the “values reflected in international humanitarian rights law may help inform the contextual approach to statutory interpretation and judicial review.” The Court held that the CRC has special deference on the protections for children, including their interests, needs, and rights. It also gives the principle importance as a rule of procedure when includes the assessment of the possible impacts (positive or negative) of a decision concerning the child.

Canada’s Safe Third Country Agreement with the United States has become a flashpoint this past year, both in Canada and in the United States. It came into place in 2004 and under it, the United States and Canada were both designated as
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a "Safe Third Country." According to the Agreement, refugees entering through a regular point of entry by land from the United States are ineligible to claim refugee status in Canada unless they were denied the claim before in the United States. In other words, the Agreement stipulates that asylum seekers must claim asylum in whichever of the two countries they arrive first, as both countries are considered safe for asylum-seekers under the agreement. There are some exemptions; the first is that if the refugee already has family in Canada, they will be allowed to make their claim there even if they have not done so first in the United States. The other exemption is for unaccompanied minors who have no legal guardian in either the United States or Canada.

According to the parties to the Agreement, the purpose of the Agreement is, inter alia, to share refugee status determination responsibility, identify persons in need of protection, and avoid refoulement. Originally this was intended as a guarantee to ensure that unaccompanied minors as a vulnerable group of migrants would enjoy access to refugee protections, but the reality is that there is no information regarding how many unaccompanied minors have used the exemption of the Safe Third Country Agreement to cross from the United States to Canada, making it hard to determine its impact on the matter. One of the few statistics found was issued by the UNHCR in 2006 as part of a "first-year evaluation" of the then-new Agreement. In this document, it was reported that between December 2004 and December 2005, "there were 190 claimants younger than 18 years old who sought refuge" at the Canada-United States land border, "48 of whom were unaccompanied minors."

The Safe Third Country Agreement has faced some backlash in the past year. In fact, in 2019, a group of immigration advocates initiated a challenge in Canadian federal courts under the argument that the United States does not qualify as a "safe" due to former President Trump’s policies on asylum, claiming that they
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leave asylum seekers facing the risk of refoulement, and that they experience human rights violations like unlawful and unnecessary detention.\(^{163}\)

It is clear by now that the problem of unaccompanied minors is regional. Canada has a long story of welcoming refugees, in fact, in a recent UNHCR report, it was found that the country resettled more refugees—mostly persons fleeing from the Syrian conflict—than any other nation in 2018.\(^{164}\) But Canada's absence and lack of any kind of response to the crisis at the United States-Mexico border has been gnawing, to say the least, and as part of the Organization of American States ("OAS"), it should help ease the current burden of unaccompanied minors trying to reach safety.

VI. Comparative Analysis with the United States: A Shared Challenge

In the past decade, the number of unaccompanied minors attempting to enter the United States at the southwest border from Mexico, Guatemala, Honduras, and El Salvador has increased significantly.\(^{165}\) For the first time, unaccompanied minors and families accounted for more than half of border crossers in the United States.\(^{166}\) However, the steps taken to create and provide legal protections for children under international law and under domestic legal systems leave them almost wholly unprotected.

A. The Best Interest of the Child as a Corner Stone Principle for the Protection of Unaccompanied Minors

A somewhat obvious difference is that the United States is the only one that has not ratified the CRC.\(^{167}\) The policy stating that a "child's best interest" should not be considered by the adjudicator in immigration proceedings makes the United States immigration system one of the most hostile for unaccompanied minors.\(^{168}\) The principle of the "best interests of the child" has been a guiding principle in United States law for more than 125 years. It has been incorporated


\(^{165}\) PETER J. MEYER ET AL, CONG. RESEARCH SERV. R43702, UNACCOMPANIED CHILDREN FROM CENTRAL AMERICA: FOREIGN POLICY CONSIDERATIONS, 1, 15 (2016).


in several statutes governing issues like adoption, dependency proceedings, foster care, divorce, custody, criminal law, education, and labor, among others. Under current United States immigration law, unaccompanied children who are directly affected by immigration proceedings have no opportunity for their best interests to be considered. There is a lack of mandate for immigration judges to consider this principle in decisions concerning children. To the contrary, it has expressly been stated that a “child’s best interest” should not be considered by the adjudicator.

The failure of United States immigration law and procedure to incorporate a “best interests of the child” approach ignores a successful means of protecting children that is common both internationally and domestically. The African Children’s Charter reaffirms in its preamble the adherence to the principles contained in the CRC and adopts in article 4(1) the “best interests of the child” standard for all actions concerning the child. Similarly, in the EU, the notion that an unaccompanied minor is first a child and second a migrant is essential to making the “best interests of the child” a primary consideration during the immigration proceedings. The European Court has recognized their special vulnerability and recognizes children’s rights accordingly.

In the Canadian System, the “best interest” principle has two main applications: (1) as a standard for government policy-making; and (2) as a rule of procedure that requires an assessment of the possible impact, whether positive or negative, of a decision concerning the child. It recognizes the importance of the principle of ‘the best interest of the child’ as a pillar in its immigration system and accepts it as an international principle to ensure children enjoy the full and effective benefit of all their rights recognized under Canadian law and the CRC.
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B. Immigration Detention for Unaccompanied Minors Is Used Consistently in All Jurisdictions Despite Being Against International Law and Standards

Problems regarding unaccompanied minors’ detention are also under the public eye in all of the regions reviewed, and in many of them, such as Australia and some countries in the EU (like Italy and Greece), immigration detention is violating international conventions and standards. Current practices in immigration detention for minors are contrary to the intentions of the 1951 Refugee Convention, the ICCPR, the CRC, and the UNHCR guidelines on refugees. While international covenants impose an obligation to use the detention of children as a last resort, the domestic legal systems are failing to do so.

In the EU, for example, there are reports that unaccompanied minors often remained in immigration detention in Greece and Italy for prolonged periods and under unsafe conditions. Because of this, the European Court has called for domestic reform to comply with international and European human rights standards. This problem seems to be even bigger in Australia, where UN officials claimed that criminals were treated better than asylum seekers. The Australian Federal Government is using the detention of refugee children as its first option and “Australia’s response to growing numbers of onshore asylum seekers has been characterized by a rigid policy of deterrence, detention, and denial.”

Although the United States gives some protection to migrants regarding detention with the Flores Agreement, which sets a nationwide policy for the treatment, detention, and release of unaccompanied minors, the actual conditions of the detention centers do not comply with the Flores Agreement nor with international standards. At the very least, detention facilities should be upgraded to meet international human rights standards.

The failure of countries to meet their obligations to maintain safe and sanitary conditions inside detention centers has become an increasingly concerning issue. Reports indicate that issues regarding the lack of such conditions are widespread, with unaccompanied minors in both Australia and the United States often being detained alongside adults. This practice poses a serious threat to the safety and
well-being of children, who are at high risk of experiencing sexual and physical abuse and being trafficked.\textsuperscript{186}

Reports both in the EU and in the United States have surfaced showing that many of the detention centers lack basic services like access to clean drinking, food provisions, and showers and soap, and the centers provide conditions that are not proper for children like freezing temperatures, prison-like detention cells, and inadequate sleeping conditions.\textsuperscript{187} The situation in Australia and South Africa is reported to be even worse. In Australia, there have been cases of children with suicidal behaviors due to the dire conditions of their detention, and in South Africa, hundreds of children are left with no access to a shelter and have been forced to sleep in the streets.\textsuperscript{188}

C. Due Process Guarantees and the Right to Access to Justice

Due Process violations are also a common obstacle unaccompanied minors face. The main due process violation in most cases is the lack of legal representation. The lack of proper, free legal counsel leaves unaccompanied minors experiencing substantial hurdles as they navigate often complex immigration proceedings in search of an asylum grant.\textsuperscript{189} These systems are often designed in a way only a trained lawyer will be able to understand, so representation by child advocates and social workers, while useful for some circumstances, is not enough to comply with the due process requirement of legal counsel according to international law.

Some countries in Europe have made efforts to grant some degree of free representation to unaccompanied minors. While some appoint lawyers, others only appoint special representatives or social workers to help the unaccompanied minors frame their views during the immigration proceedings.\textsuperscript{190} The examples of Finland, Norway, Switzerland, Sweden, and the Netherlands, where they appoint two representatives for unaccompanied minors (an attorney and a personal representative), may constitute one of the best practices when it comes to access to counsel in immigration proceedings for unaccompanied minors.\textsuperscript{191} However, it has to be taken into consideration that not all unaccompanied minors in Europe enjoy a categorical right to legal representation.\textsuperscript{192}

While representation is mandated in the Trafficking Victims Protections Reauthorization Act ("TVPRA"), which establishes that unaccompanied minors will have independent child advocates,\textsuperscript{193} appointed counsel is not provided as a
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necessary service to all unaccompanied minors in the United States.194 Despite many initiatives to increase the availability of representation in unaccompanied minors’ cases, still nearly three out of four cases remain unrepresented.195 International law and courts have also pointed out the need to provide free legal counsel in immigration proceedings as part of due process guarantees, particularly for unaccompanied minors and separated children, who in view of international law and standards are especially vulnerable.196

The United States’ continued denial of representation to unaccompanied minors in immigration proceedings, infants and toddlers among them, raises serious due process concerns, and the efforts to establish a constitutional right to counsel under the Fifth and Sixth Amendment through litigation have proven to be unsuccessful.197 Since United States courts have thus far refused to recognize a federal constitutional right to representation, the answer necessarily implicates congressional policy and the creation of statutory rights to ensure that all unaccompanied minors facing immigration proceedings receive access to a free, government-appointed counsel.198 Given the correlation between representation and outcome, the assistance by counsel needs to be given to unaccompanied minors to ensure fairness and protection of their due process guarantees.199

In Australia, the law establishes that immigration officers are under no obligation to advise detained unaccompanied minors that they can apply for a visa or seek representation.200 And while in Canada some provinces have provisions in this regard, the fact that there is a lack of national policy results in an inconsistent framework for the immediate care, protection, and legal representation of unaccompanied minors.201

The countries in the EU, South Africa, Australia, Canada, and the United States are also bound by the provisions of the 1951 Refugee Convention.202 However, many refugee law materials comment on the lack of a child-oriented policy or the recognition of child-specific forms of persecution.203 In this sense, the legislation in Canada is the only one that recognizes that the protection needs for unaccompanied minors can go beyond the five enumerated grounds set by the
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Refugee Convention. It provides two different alternatives: one as extended protection that applies to persons that could be in some kind of danger, fear of persecution or harm which does not fit in one of the five enumerated grounds of the Refugee Convention; and the other based on humanitarian and compassionate grounds.\(^{204}\)

Formally, unaccompanied minors have an alternative under the Safe Third Country Agreement to seek asylum in Canada. The Canadian system offers in general better protections than the United States, takes into consideration the best interest of the child, and offers additional grounds for relief under gang violence. The problem is that due to current policies in place, it is hard for unaccompanied minors to safely go all the way to Canada and present their asylum claim, and so many of them will be detained in Guatemala or the United States and face removal to their countries.

The activities of organized crime are becoming one of the prime movers of forced migration in several countries in Central America, and unaccompanied minors from the Northern Triangle and Mexico consistently cite gang or cartel violence as a primary motivation for fleeing.\(^{205}\) However, gang-related violence has proven to be unsuccessful in many courts as a ground to establish persecution based on membership in a particular social group or as political opinion.\(^{206}\) Unaccompanied minors in the Northern Triangle and Mexico face a specific type of harm and violence (cartels, gangs, pandillas maras) which is hardly recognized as persecution by United States judges.

The particularities of the region need to be taken into consideration. The scope of the five enumerated grounds for which an alien may qualify for asylum has been the subject of constant dispute and interpretation in courts, and is not sufficient to address the particularities of social violence claims.\(^{207}\) Laws have to change to adapt to new social realities and circumstances.\(^{208}\) Asylum laws need to open to the possibility of new types of claims of persecution.

Like Canadian Law, the TVPRA should include the recognition of social violence as a form of persecution for unaccompanied minors. This would translate to additional protection for unaccompanied minors and would apply when their life, safety, or freedom have been threatened by generalized pervasive social violence, internal violent conflicts, or massive violation of human rights, also integrating the best interest of the child as a consideration in the asylum claim.\(^{209}\)
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VII. Conclusions

Although migration has unique characteristics in each region, one commonality stands out: unaccompanied minors face tremendous hardships as they journey to new destinations. Irrespective of their country of arrival, these minors experience significant threats to their physical safety, including the dangers posed by human trafficking, kidnapping, and violence. Additionally, they often encounter legal and social discrimination, xenophobia, and due process violations such as lack of proper representation. The detention centers and shelters meant to provide temporary relief and support often fall short of the required standards, with poor safety and sanitary conditions compounding the already challenging situation. Immigration law has proven to be an area in which the United States is reluctant to be governed by international human rights rules. The United States is a signatory to international treaties like the UDHR, the American Declaration, the Refugee Convention, and the ICCPR, but the practice of ratifying treaties as non-self-executory has left American courts with little room to apply and interpret them as part of the domestic legal system.

On the other hand, the United States' lack of action regarding some international treaties like the CRC, and the American Convention, as well as the reluctance to accept the jurisdictions of international courts has made experts and academics wonder about the commitment of the United States to its international obligations. Immigration advocates are therefore doubtful to pursue arguments relying on international norms to enhance the protection of unaccompanied minors' human rights since international law has virtually no direct impact on domestic law. This was discussed as a divergence between international and domestic law and, as a result, there are two separate standards for the treatment of unaccompanied minors. International standards remain far and unreachable. Aspects of this diversion can be seen, for example, in the criminalization of immigration, in the significant expansion of detention in criminal-like facilities of non-citizens, and the lack of legal representation for unaccompanied minors in immigration proceedings as part of due process guarantees.

But the divergence between international law and domestic law is not particular to the United States; similar problems were found in Australia, South Africa, and some countries in the EU. Shared problems include the absence of adequate legal representation; unreliable or harmful age determination procedures; the abusive use of detention, including punitive measures; and the failure to have child-appropriate proceedings taking into account unaccompanied minors' special vulnerability. Although some countries award special protections to unaccompanied minors, as long as they keep putting the enforcement of their immigration laws first, the human rights of unaccompanied minors will still be
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violated.\textsuperscript{214} The fact that similar problems were found in different jurisdictions leads to conclude that the complexity and scope of the forced displacement of unaccompanied minors call for efforts by the international community to formulate new policy responses.\textsuperscript{215} The protection of unaccompanied minors' human rights in immigration proceedings faces significant challenges, including a lack of child-appropriate proceedings, concerns regarding their life, dignity, and safety during detention, and worries about due process and representation in immigration courts.

To address these issues and comply with international standards, it is crucial that international and domestic law incorporate the following measures: Firstly, the principle of the best interest of the child should be added to immigration legislation and policymaking. This would ensure that the welfare and interests of the child are given priority when making decisions that affect their lives. Secondly, unnecessary and prolonged detention of unaccompanied minors must be stopped. Detention poses significant risks to the physical and mental health of children and violates their right to liberty and security. Thirdly, the structure of immigration courts and proceedings should be reformed to accommodate child-appropriate proceedings. The process must be designed to take into account the developmental stage, language abilities, and cultural background of the child to ensure their full participation in the proceedings. Fourthly, unaccompanied minors should be provided with free legal counsel to ensure that they have adequate representation and access to justice. Legal representation is crucial to protect their rights and interests and ensure that their voices are heard in immigration proceedings. Finally, it is essential to recognize other forms of social violence as a form of persecution. Many unaccompanied minors flee their homes due to violence, including gang violence, organized crime, and internal violent conflicts. It is necessary to recognize these forms of persecution and offer protection to those who are at risk and seeking protection. Incorporating these measures into international and domestic law would go a long way towards protecting the human rights of unaccompanied minors in immigration proceedings and ensuring that their welfare and interests are given priority.

\textsuperscript{214} See Carr, supra note 10, at 159.
\textsuperscript{215} Helton & Jacobs, supra note 14.